
Success Story

FINK TEC GmbH

20 years using SAP: The scalable solution
maximises added value

After two decades of experience with SAP we can happily say that we have 

always been able to implement our requirements using SAP. SAP and itelligence

have saved us a lot of work. Today many business processes are automated 

and optimized sustainably. In short, SAP was a great investment for us.  
Marion Fink, CEO, FINK TEC GmbH
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Map all requirements in just one solution
Before rolling out the SAP solution in 1995,

FINK TEC had tried a wide range of standalone

IT solutions. However, some requirements called

for a holistic, integrated ERP system. For example,

intelligent material requirement planning was 

urgently needed to guarantee availability of 

materials and on-schedule procurement at 

all times. To optimize machine use, the planned

work processes also had to be assigned to 

machines and systems efficiently. The Controlling

department also wanted precise mapping of the

commercial situation, giving management better

control and planning instruments. And the HR

department hoped that the ERP solution would

facilitate employee deployment planning and

tracking in direct coordination with the process

workflow and controlling.

“Logical and intelligent warehouse organization

was also a priority for us”, explained Alexander

Reitmayer, Head of Commercial Operations and

Authorized Representative of FINK TEC GmbH.

“We wanted our IT to help us use our warehouse

capacity more effectively and reduce costs. 

And of course we also wanted the system to show 

employees whether certain materials had already

been produced, were still on production site, on

an internal logistics truck, in the materials receipt

zone or in the outdoor storage area.”

SAP adapts to corporate developments
In order to implement these requirements in the

new SAP ERP system, the Fink family’s former

living room was converted into a “data center”:

there, the joint project team worked hard to per-

fect the SAP solution. Standalone solutions and

custom programs were gradually replaced by the

central platform. The AM, CO, FI, HR, MM, PP

and SD modules were installed first – successfully

mapping asset management, controlling, 

financial accounting, human resources, materials

management, production planning and 

sales & distribution in SAP.

it.chemicals – clear and dependable

The success story of a pioneer. 
Two decades of growth: FINK TEC with SAP

FINK TEC GmbH 
FINK TEC GmbH, founded in 1966, is one of the largest privately run

manufacturers of cleaning and disinfectant products for the food industry

and craft businesses in Germany. The family company from Hamm

supplies solutions for innovative hygiene management to the food and

drinks industry and the agricultural sector. That includes developing cus-

tomer-specific hygiene concepts as well as supporting customers with FINK

TEC’s own application technicians. FINK TEC has a staff of roughly 150

and operates Europe-wide.

For almost 50 years, FINK TEC GmbH has been

manufacturing effective cleaning agents and 

disinfectants for the food industry and craft 

businesses. Throughout Europe, companies from

the beverage industry, agriculture and food 

sectors rely on professional concepts for 

corporate hygiene management from FINK TEC.

The family company paved the way for this

growth 20 years ago with a far-sighted decision:

itelligence AG convinced FINK TEC of the 

advantages of a then relatively unknown stan-

dard software solution – SAP. Based on SAP ERP,

they produced the first customized solution for 

a medium-sized company, which proved 

groundbreaking both for FINK TEC GmbH and

for itelligence. “We were real IT pioneers, but it

paid off”, reports Marion Fink, CEO of FINK TEC

GmbH. “We now use a central SAP platform 

and benefit from the advantages of uniform data

management.”



“From the outset, a unique feature of the solution

was its great flexibility”, explains Marion Fink.

“Over the years, we updated our SAP with

itelligence and adapted it to our growth. We are

now using the itelligence SAP industry solution

it.chemicals, which provides presets for the most

important industry-specific processes. We benefited

from the itelligence team’s interdisciplinary SAP

skill set and business expertise, which have en-

abled us to work together successfully for two

decades – and really benefit from the cooperation.”

Precise planning creates competitive 
advantages
Today, the heart of the entire system is the MRP

(Manufacturing Resources Planning) workflow. 

It not only offers raw materials, semi-finished and

finished goods availability checks, but it also

processes the entire planning workflow – from

procurement, machine use and employee 

deployment to delivery to customers. “With this

system, we can optimize our utilization and also

keep our promise to supply customers within 

five days – one of our most important competi-

tive advantages”, reports Alexander Reitmayer.

The history available in the system also facilitates 

extremely reliable forecasting. As a result, free 

capacities can be fully used – for example, with

long-term delivery contracts or orders from 

overseas.

The integrated solution offers FINK TEC yet more

benefits: to optimize machine use, all production

orders are assigned to the equipment and 

workstations best suited for them. That permits

cost-minimized manufacturing with fastest

throughput times, and gives controlling 

transparent results for individual cost centers 

immediately, at any time. Besides the largely 

automated payroll accounting, human resources

management also incorporates employee 

deployment planning. Data from the HR module

is shared with the MRP workflow to ensure 

profitable employee use. 

In the PP-PI module (Production Planning for

the Process Industry), the SAP software provides

an integrated planning instrument for batch-

oriented process manufacturing. The planned 

production quantities for material-demand 

planning dictate the framework for batch 

production: Planned orders are generated and

converted to process orders with specific produc-

tion schedules and quantities in production

planning. This is based on planning recipes

which define the planned resources and material

components and can be managed simply with

the SAP solution.



A perfect, system-backed material 
management approach
“Our warehouse management system allows 

us to plan and keep track of our material more 

precisely”, explains Alexander Reitmayer. 

“As soon as a scanner provides feedback for 

production orders, the system automatically

prints the warehousing labels. And after ware-

housing, the transport, commissioning and 

packing orders are printed and processed by 

the scanners.” 

The employees send the current order status of

the products to the system via wireless scanners,

allowing the location of the goods to be tracked

at all times. Stocks can also be queried online, 

ensuring constant monitoring of the remaining

quantities. Products sensitive to high or low 

temperatures can easily be transferred between

the outdoor storage area and the warehouse halls

and managed based on clearly defined strategies.

The SAP system also records an automatic and

continuous inventory – ensuring increased 

transparency and facilitating analyses of trans-

portation use, average order duration, history of

idle time, turnover speeds of individual items 

or the stock of certain items.

“Overall, workflows in our warehouse have 

become faster and more economical”, states 

Marion Fink. “We have increased our turnover

speeds without changing our transportation 

capacity. And the automated workflows allow 

us to limit production to specific batch sizes.

As a result, we have been able to minimize our

stock and save a total of 200,000 euros.”

ROI after just three years
These impressive savings also led to a rapid 

return on investment for the SAP system. The 

solution had paid for itself after just three years.

The management is also more than happy with

the consistent information integration and 

company-wide access to the latest data 

at all times.

“Even after 20 years, the SAP software fulfills 

our expectations in every way”, adds Alexander 

Reitmayer. “We now have all our data and 

information on a central platform. With data 

integration we can quickly find out who is 

processing an order, what the delivery deadline is

or where the goods are stored. This time-saving

system has significantly improved our customer

service. We are very happy with how the      project

was implemented by itelligence and the resulting

benefits.”

Facts & Figures

Project: itelligence SAP industry solution
it.chemicals based on SAP ERP

Project start: 1994 

SAP modules used: FI, CO, AM, MM, SD,

PP-PI, WM, HR

The benefits:
n Optimized capacity use via integrated 

access to relevant information

n Economic management of employee 

resources

n Automatic posting of business processes

n Continuously integrated, up-to-date 

information

n Simplification of management activities

n Precise planning and inventory 

management

n Ready for delivery within five days

n Return on investment (ROI) after 3 years
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Name:
FINK TEC GmbH 

Industry:
Chemicals

Products:
Cleaning agents and 
disinfectants for the 
food industry and 
craft businesses

Company size:
Approx. 150 employees 

Headquarters:
Hamm, Germany
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